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On October 21st, during an Investment Meeting, we discussed the risk of a second wave of Covid-
19 and the necessity to hedge against a possible market decline. We decided to look into Ceconomy 
as a long-term underperformer with an astounding 150% rally since the March 2020 low as a 
potential short candidate. Please note that this report is not a fraud report nor is it an act of activist 
short selling. Instead, this report aims at assessing why we might find Ceconomy an attractive 
short exposure to hedge market risk out of our long exposure. In particular in the context of the 
Covid-19 crisis this is an interesting company to assess, due to its vulnerable business model and 
ongoing transformation. The fundamental and technical analysis part was covered by Quirin 
Zundl, Marco Solleder, Joy He, JP Hellmich and Theo Saur. The valuation part was covered by 
Lukas Stoffel, Vitalij Vycerov and Quirin Zundl. 

All information used in this report is publicly available and was extracted from:  

a) Ceconomy / Metro Annual Reports and Company Presentations 2010 – 2019 

b) Ceconomy Quarterly Reports 2020 

c) Ceconomy Investor Presentations and Trading Statements 

d) Bloomberg Data 

e) Amadeus Bureau van Dijk 

f) Proprietary Research 

 

I. Business Overview 

Ceconomy, formerly a part of Metro AG, is one of Europe's leading consumer electronics retailers.  

The company’s main business is retailing consumer electronics (brown goods), home appliances 
(white goods) and other electronic devices. The company operates a network of over thousand 
physical stores in 13 countries through its retail brands MediaMarkt (located more outside of cities) 
and Saturn (located more in city centers). Ceconomy also offers online retail, after-sales services 
and appliance rental. Their unique selling point is that consumers get to experience the products 
live in store, with help from competent staff who can advise clients onsite.  

 

II. Segments 

First and foremost, Ceconomy only reports geographic segments, which we believe provides little 
value for investors, without financial information (margins, costs, EBIT…) on its product 
segmentation and most importantly, sales channels. We are disappointed to see that the company 
does not strongly focus its reporting on the digitization of the business model as this is the clear 
trend of the industry, especially after Covid-19, and we suspect the reason for this non-disclosure 
is the failure to keep up with their competitors in online sales channel. We will analyze this in 
depth in our Sales Channel analysis. 
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DACH and Western and Southern Europe have both seen a CAGR of 1% in revenue growth. 
However, these two regions’ EBIT has seen a decline in the past years, with DACH’s CAGR at -
4% and Western and Southern Europe’s at -3%, due to deteriorating margins. 

Eastern Europe has seen a decline in sales with CAGR at -10%, but the EBIT margin has improved 
by 2% since 2016 and its EBIT contribution has turned positive. Still, the contribution is minor at 
7% of sales, and Ceconomy does not seem to be taking market share in the region, as evidenced 
by the declining sales. We do not see much material upside from this region. 

Other regions’ sales saw a consistent decrease in sales with CAGR at -11% and EBIT contribution 
maintained negative. 

In summary, the company’s margin has been dropping in its major markets in the past years and 
the expansion into Eastern Europe and other regions has not seen much success.  

 

III. Store Network and Employees 

1. Number of Stores 

As can be seen in the graphic below, Ceconomy operates an increasing store network. Apparently, 
management has not yet understood the trend that the B&M store business is a legacy business 
and on the decline: 

 

Maybe management sees the Covid-19 pandemic as a reason to shrink the store network, the future 
will show this. 
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2. Store Financials 

As usual for a legacy business, both sales and operating profit per store are decreasing since 2012.  

 

3. Store Size 

For reasons which we cannot fully grasp, Ceconomy stores have become smaller, on average: 
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4. Employees per Store 

Typical for a legacy business, Ceconomy has reduced its headcount over time. With 
simultaneously increasing store count, employees per store have significantly decreased: 
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As sales stayed constant at company level due to growth in the online sales channel, sales per 
employee have increased slightly. 

                                                                                                                               

IV. Competitive Landscape 

Looking at the market environment in which Ceconomy operates, one has to distinguish between 
online and offline business. Ceconomy is in Germany - their most important market - the leading 
electronics retailer. The next largest competitor in terms of turnover is Expert, which only 
generates about 40% of the turnover of Ceconomy. Electronic Partners and Euronics follow at an 
even greater distance. Consequently, Ceconomy dominates the market by its dominant physical 
presence. In 2019, Ceconomy was the fourth largest online store in terms of revenue in Germany 
(MediaMarkt EUR 1,173bn and Saturn EUR 641mn).  

In 2019, 34% of Amazon‘s online sales in Germany were related to consumer electronics,which 
leads to a total of ca. EUR 7bn in sales that are related to the products of Ceconomy: 

https://ecommercedb.com/en/store/amazon.de 

Source: Amazon AR 2019, p.68 

 

Other important competitors on the German E-commerce market are notebooksbilliger.de with 
EUR 868mn and Cyberport with EUR 565mn in revenues. It is remarkable that Amazon, despite 
its lack of physical presence, already achieves roughly 4 times the online revenue regarding 
consumer electronics when than Ceconomy. 

Despite its strong roots in Germany, Ceconomy does not seem to be able to keep its biggest 
competitor in check. Even though Ceconomy shows strong growth rates, it will be difficult for 
them to defend themselves against such broad-based competitors as Amazon in the long run. E-
commerce is not about location or efficient use of space, but solely about being as customer 
oriented as possible, also with regard to price. 
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V. Store Visit and Pricing Comparison 

We went into our ground level research with the strong suspicion that a price war was going on 
between E-commerce companies and Ceconomy. This suspicion was soon confirmed during a 
conversation with selling personnel in store. Selling personnel in the store we visited claimed that: 

“Amazon becoming more powerful is a threat”. Further: “It is unfair if a client comes and views 
the product here, occupies my time, just to go on and buy it a few percent cheaper on Amazon”. 

We agree. However, we are not able to change this. Additionally, assuming that this pricing 
arbitrage is possible, why pay 100 in a store if you can get it for 90 online? So, to test whether the 
fears which the selling personnel communicated to us were realistic, we documented a list of 
products we found interesting and possibly indicative to compare the price with Amazon and other 
competitors of Ceconomy.  

 

Source: FS Associates Research 

 

This is what we found: 
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Product Ceconomy in-
store Price in € 

Ceconomy Online 
Price in € 

Competition Online Price 
in € 

Norton 360 
Standard Software 

24,99 

21,84 14,90 on Amazon 

Oculus Go 64GB 
VR 

219,99 

219,0 na 

Siemens WM 14 
VMFCB 9 

681,38 without 
delivery 

681,38 without 
delivery 

599,0 with delivery 

This is not 100,0% the same 
machine, but we could not 
find any significant 
difference except the name: 
WM 14 VMFCB 9 / WM 14 
W4FCB 9(kg) 

AO World offers the 
washing machine for the 
same price as Amazon, also 
with delivery 
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Samsung DV 81 M 
50103 W/EG 

535,16 without 
delivery 

537,68 on 
MediaMarkt online, 
535,16 on Saturn 
online. Without 
delivery  

Not available on AO World 
on October 29th, 2020; 
567,58 on Amazon with 
delivery 

Beko WML 61433 
NPS 

259,0 without 
delivery 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

259,0 without 
delivery.  

The NPS1 costs 
291,46 without 
delivery:  

NPS not available, however 
NPS1: 

291,0 on AO World 
including delivery 

293,0 on Amazon including 
delivery 
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Dyson Workplace 
Lamp 294677-01 
Lightcycle Morph 

549,0 

na 

na on Amazon and AO 
World, but costs 535,15 on 
Dyson.de 

Bose Quiet Comfort 
23 II  

239,80 

239,80 216,49 on Amazon 

Bose 794297-0100 
Headphone 700 
Black 

289,52 

289,52 254,45 on Amazon 
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Samsung OLED TV 
GQ 65 Q 95 
TGTXZG 

2244,22 

2244,22 

Not available on Amazon or 
AO World, however on 
Samsung: 

2387,26 

Sony OLED TV KD 
55 A8 1599,0 

1597,4 on both 
Saturn and 
MediaMarkt online 

Not available on Amazon or 
AO World, however on 
Sony sets UVP at 1999,0: 

 

Sony KD-55 XF90 
Bravia TV 

na 

999,0 

879,0 on Amazon 
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Kickscooter E25D 
by Segway 

549,0 

549,0 

540,0 on Amazon 

Amazon Smart 
Speaker Echo Dot 
Black 3rd 
Generation 

48,72 
48,72, however 
shipment costs 
additional 4,99 

 48,72 on Amazon including 
shipment 

 

Certain products offered by Ceconomy are not available online, however most products in our 
sample are. In nearly no cases does Ceconomy offer the lowest price. In the washing machine 
segment this appears to be the case, however the price of the machine itself is only half the story: 
A shop worker told us that delivery and installation costs 50€, in case the installation classifies as 
complex, i.e. including substruction, even 110€ in addition to the price stated. On the website of 
Saturn and MediaMarkt there were cases where delivery and installation were priced at 59,9€: 
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Source: Saturn.de website 

What is amazing is that Ceconomy, a company of over 40.000 employees is not able to apply a 
consistent pricing – sometimes the price in the store was different from the price offered on the e-
commerce sites of Saturn and MediaMarkt. However, this is no unique event:  

Source: FS Associates Research 
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We took these pictures on the same day (October 29th, 2020) in the same Saturn store in Frankfurt. 
If you think that these two prices should be identical, you are not alone. We leave this for the 
reader to decide: Does this game cost €29,99 or rather €59,99?  

We only found a competitive position in TV’s, however this is also relative, as the two models we 
randomly selected were not available on Amazon or AO World. Selecting a random model on 
Amazon (which we included in our list above) had the result that the price offered by Ceconomy 
was over 10% higher – not very competitive. 

Overall, coming back to the quote of the shop worker: 

“It is unfair if a client comes and views the product here, occupies my time, just to go on and buy 
it a few percent cheaper on Amazon” 

We respond that it may be perceived as unfair, however we find it completely rational. We also 
would like to note that a few percent are frequently 10-15%, which is a lot in our view. We get a 
strong feeling that Amazon is trying to drive Ceconomy out of the market by undercutting their 
pricing.  

However, we want to note that Ceconomy’s stores have one “competitive edge” against Amazon 
and other online retailers: the possibility to pay in cash. Particularly in Germany where cash still 
has a very high reputation among many clients for several reasons, for instance data protection and 
anonymity, this can be an advantage. But we note that this competitive advantage might be starting 
to crumble as even the Germans are starting to understand, incentivized by Covid-19, that cashless 
payment is not as bad as many of them thought: 

https://app.handelsblatt.com/finanzen/zahlungsmittel-auf-dem-weg-in-die-bargeldlose-
gesellschaft/25966018.html?ticket=ST-3898538-h4Ague6CYidw9qe990k2-ap1 

 

However, a certain clientele might not be affected as much by this development: With financial 
services and increasingly also real estate transactions increasingly affected by anti money 
laundering regulation, consumer electronics might be an attractive alternative to launder money. 
We want to emphasize that we have no evidence for such transactions. However, we find it not 
too far-fetched that such practices would be possible. Curiously, it is not possible to anonymously 
buy Gold, e.g. pay in cash without providing an ID, worth EUR 2.000 in Germany: 

https://www.welt.de/finanzen/article197721851/Gold-Schon-wer-50-Gramm-bar-kauft-muss-
sich-ausweisen.html 

 

In the meantime, it is arguably unproblematic to buy consumer electronics worth say EUR 10.000 
in cash. Such transactions could also occur in other B&M retailers and product categories, however 
the consumer electronics market seems particularly attractive as it is comparatively easy to achieve 
high transaction volumes and, as far as we know, the market is extremely poorly regulated. As 
soon as the government acts, this might lead to costly measures facing Ceconomy. 
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Another “competitive edge” that Ceconomy stores apparently have against Amazon is the 
possibility to negotiate. We have spoken to several people we trust on this matter which have all 
previously successfully negotiated with Ceconomy in-store selling personnel and were willing to 
share their experience with us. For the detailed conversation with one of our sources please see 
below:  

Source: FS Associates Research 

In our view these findings support an even more alarming point than our initial thesis of a price 
war: Apparently, Ceconomy is not only in a price war but rather in a pricing dictate as Amazon, 
the online competitor with larger scale and more efficient operations sets the price that Ceconomy 
can effectively charge well-informed customers in its physical stores.  

 

VI. Financials 

1. IRR Model 

According to our IRR model, Ceconomy destroyed 3,1% shareholder value per year in the period 
from 2014 to 2019. This is after dividends, which have reduced over the period from a high of 
EUR 1,07 in 2016 and 2017 to EUR 0,0 in 2019 (we used Metro AG dividends for the period 
before the spin off). The main drivers for Ceconomy’s negative IRR are a decrease in EBIT, EBIT 
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margin and an increase of shares outstanding. We modelled Ceconomy’s shares outstanding pre-
IPO as the IPO quantity of 326,8 million.  

 

2. Free Cash Flow to Equity 

As can be seen below, Ceconomy whilst having consistently positive EBIT figures demonstrates 
strong inconsistency and difficulty with regard to Free Cash Flow generation:  

 

Source: FS Associates Research 

 

3. Income Statement 

Analyzing the Income Statement was not a must in the Ceconomy case, as the EBIT margins are 
relatively stable, however we did the job anyway. 
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Source: FS Associates Research 

 

Notably, the data used was derived from the annual reports, hence includes in-store, online and 
brokerage revenues. Employee costs at store level and store rents and other store operating costs 
decreased, arguably as a consequence of downsizing the stores and laying off staff. Meanwhile, 
corporate center employee costs had a negative margin effect of 0,7% due to the compensation 
payments for the layoffs. At roughly 45.200 employees ending the reporting year 2020 there might 
still be further compensations to come. 
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4. Liquidity 

Source: Ceconomy Investor News 

Ceconomy has secured a state credit, with practically 80% of the credit facility coming from KfW. 
The good news for shareholders is that this will make it more unlikely for Ceconomy to run out of 
cash in the short term. However, we find this loan highly worrisome, as it points at a similarly 
desperate situation as might be the case with Lufthansa, Tui and other companies which required 
state financing.  

 

5. ROIC 

We adapt the ROIC metric to EBIT (instead of NOPAT) divided by Total Assets minus Cash 
and equivalents. We do not subtract trade liabilities as we have reason to believe that they are not 
“for free” in the sense that the suppliers usually implement payment incentive schemes which 
reward early payment. 
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Due to significant changes to the capital structure driven by the spin off we only observe the past 
three years: 

 

We note that Ceconomy was consistently able to achieve positive return on invested capital due to 
the positive EBIT figures. However, we computed Ceconomy’s WACC (Weighted Average Cost 
of Capital) at 7,57% for 2020. Assuming that this figure was similar over the past years explains 
the negative shareholder value development as Ceconomy demonstrates a negative ROC (Return 
on Capital). 

 

6. Accounting 

We decided to analyze Ceconomy’s accounting practices thoroughly, as consistently positive 
EBIT’s and large difficulties in generating cash do not fit together very well in our view, even 
when considering the WACC problematic. As stated before, we also do not really agree with 
Ceconomy’s business segmentation in geographic regions. We would find it much more valuable 
to understand how their three ways of generating revenues: in-store sales, online sales and services 
& solutions contribute to their EBIT. This data is not provided in their reporting. 

While we understand and agree with Ceconomy’s online and offline product revenue recognition, 
we find services & solutions comparatively opaque: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.53 

The first question we would have with regard to this segment sales category is how much exactly 
warranties, brokerage, repair etc. each account for. This segment made up for 7% of total sales in 
2019 and we assume that it is the segment with the highest margin. 
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Our margin assumption is derived from our above discussed belief that the product retail itself can 
hardly be very profitable due to pricing pressure. Consequently, we think Ceconomy should inform 
its investors better about the details of this segment. While repair services are arguably paid 
directly, this apparently is not the case with brokered contracts: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p. 289 

Consequently, a certain amount of revenue is booked as of contract closure day, however a part of 
the cash is only received in the years following the closure. Nevertheless, shareholders of 
Ceconomy need not worry as management assures it audited and estimated future incomes 
properly: 
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Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p. 289 

Under IAS 18 and IAS 11, Ceconomy reported Deferred Income as stated above while under IFRS 
15, Ceconomy suddenly reports Deferred Income and Contract Assets beginning in October 2018: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p.148-149 

 

The interesting question is now, how they did it in 2017. In the 2017 AR we find following table: 
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 Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p.132 

 

However, compared to Services & Solutions sales it quickly becomes clear that this cannot be 
the deferred income referred to in the note we saw before. The 2017 Balance Sheet sates 
following assets: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p.137 
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We suspected the real deferred income to be in trade receivables. However, note 27 astonished us: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p.199 

In the 2019 Annual Report, Ceconomy finally describes trade receivables properly: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.189 

We find it amazing how Ceconomy simply did not inform its shareholders in 2017 of what trade 
receivables really were, namely contract assets from brokerage:  

Source: Ceconomy AR 2017, p.165 
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Had we looked at this in 2017 there would have been practically no way for us to correctly identify 
the deferred income in the trade receivables. However, back to 2019 when Ceconomy finally 
described it properly: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.190 

Now the numbers seem to make sense again and we note that Ceconomy has trade receivables 
from commission and brokerage revenue which are as larger than the 2019 EBIT. Moreover, we 
find it particularly telling that Ceconomy sold trade receivables via factoring worth EUR 113m for 
the first time in 2019 and still was not able to generate a positive FCFE in this particular year. 
Additionally, note how trade receivables from continuing operations grew over time from EUR 
323mn in 2016 to EUR 455mn in 2019, already considering the -113mn factoring effect.  

We further hope for Ceconomy and its investors that mobile phone contract clients continue to 
pay their contracts well: 

 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.193 
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The nature of these receivables which particularly alarms us is that they are most likely booked as 
revenue equals operating profit. Further, the buyers of the factoring were apparently only willing 
to accept the transaction under a total of EUR 36mn in guarantees for a EUR 113mn sum (part 
underlined in red in the previous page): 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.206 

Consequently, we get the impression that Ceconomy might be involved in slightly aggressive 
accounting practices with regard to their commission revenues. The guarantee of EUR 36m also 
does not appear to be in line with the expected default rates which Ceconomy states for the majority 
of its gross carrying amount of trade receivables (table on previous page).  

The deep-dive into Ceconomy’s brokerage and warranties business at least partly explains how 
Ceconomy reports positive EBIT values and meanwhile fails to generate cash. 

With regard to cash generation there is one exceptional year, namely 2018. In 2018, Ceconomy’s 
Net Working Capital reduced by EUR 302m (unadjusted) and largely contributed to a FCFE of 
EUR 429mn. Consequently, we decided to take a closer look into the Net Working Capital Items: 
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Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.85 

What we find astounding is the discrepancy between inventories and trade liabilities. Ceconomy 
seems to have twice as many trade liabilities as inventories, i.e. even if the entire inventory is 
included in the trade liability position, Ceconomy still owes suppliers EUR 2,4bn, which results 
in EUR 1,1bn net of receivables from suppliers. In most industries this would have to be paid down 
eventually and consequently affect FCFE. However, in retail the rules are slightly different in a 
sense that we do not expect Ceconomy’s NWC to turn positive in the foreseeable future. 
Nevertheless, EUR 1,1bn of trade liabilities to suppliers, net of receivables is quite a number and 
arguably there is little room to stretch this further for Ceconomy. 

The details bring us back to a familiar table: 

Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.206 
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We note that most of Ceconomy’s trade liabilities are short-term. Consequently, a DPO (Days 
Payable Outstanding) analysis seems sensible: 

Apparently, Ceconomy pays suppliers with slightly over 3,5 months delay. In our view this is not 
particularly alarming seen alone, yet it explains why Ceconomy needed state financing during the 
lockdown as the company is strongly dependent on a consistent revenue flow. Additionally, we 
believe that Ceconomy cannot generate significant amounts of cash by pushing the DPO to an 
even higher level because suppliers will not tolerate this at a certain point. 

We conclude that Ceconomy’s discrepancy between EBIT and FCFE is mainly driven by possibly 
aggressive non-product revenue recognition. This explains why a seemingly profitable business 
has difficulties to generate positive cash flows. Additionally, we note that Ceconomy has pushed 
its payments to suppliers to a delay of meanwhile 3,5 months. Consequently, we are not 
particularly worried about the odds of Ceconomy transforming into a cash generator in the coming 
years. 

 

7. Net Debt / EBITDA Leverage 

Ceconomy has Net Cash, hence this metric can be neglected. 

 

8. Merges & Acquisitions and Investments 

Since its spin-off from Metro AG in 2017, Ceconomy is undergoing a streamlining and focusing 
process. In June 2019, Ceconomy completed the sale of their 5,4% stake in Metro AG, of which 
3,6% were sold in September 2018. The remaining 1% of Metro AG is still held for tax reasons 
and a sale after 2023 is likely.  

In November 2019, MSH sold its majority stake in Ceconomy, 75% of the business in Greece and 
Cyprus, which was created by establishing a joint venture with Olympia Group Ltd. In 2018, they 
sold their unprofitable Russian business for about EUR 258mn, and took a 15% stake in M.Video, 
the buyer of the Russian business. In August 2017, Ceconomy acquired 24,33% of the shares of 
Fnac Darty S.A. worth EUR 452mn. Fnac Darty has a market share of approximately 23% in 
France and is the country's leading retailer in the electronics sector. Ceconomy is the largest 
shareholder. 

Overall, Ceconomy has a long history of investments and divestments, however no classic M&A 
took place. 
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VII. Management 

The management board consists of CEO Dr. Bernhard Düttmann and CFO Karin Sonnenmoser. 
Both managers are relatively new as they took their current positions in 2019, and a two-manager 
board is not much for a company valued at EUR 1,5bn. This combined with the fact that the CEO 
does not have much experience in the electronic retail industry, we emphasize the management 
risk here. We will take a look deeper into the CEO and CFO’s credentials later in this analysis.  

It is worth highlighting that there has been some dispute between the company and its former 
CEOs. Jürgen Fitschen, Chairman of the Supervisory Board and former Deutsche Bank co-CEO 
(2012-2016) appointed Jörn Werner as CEO in March 2019 after firing his predecessor, Pieter 
Haas in late 2018, and ended up firing Werner within 8 months. There has been reports about the 
internal power struggles and personal disputes, and with two CEOs gone within 1 year, Fitschen 
is not sending positive signals to the market. The Supervisory Board commented that how he dealt 
with the disputes was “not a brilliant achievement”, which only fueled the market’s speculation 
on Fitschen’s competence as people who know him from his time in Deutsche say that even then 
he tended to avoid direct confrontations instead of solving them: 

https://www.handelsblatt.com/unternehmen/handel-konsumgueter/aufsichtsratschef-zieht-
notbremse-kontrollverlust-in-der-krise-juergen-fitschen-feuert-ceconomy-
chef/25121608.html?ticket=ST-8896447-sRXE2mEegJnWXbeZuYFZ-ap3 

  

Such turmoil internally explains the relatively new management board, which is also only 
transitionary for now. We believe the past year’s uncertainties and this temporary management 
board impacted the company’s strategy execution and frankly, we think it has been hard to have a 
consistent strategy let alone implementing it due to the internal struggles – and all these have 
impacted the performance and consequentially, shareholder value negatively. If Fitschen and the 
company cannot fix the internal disputes, the company will continue to be in a fragile situation to 
enforce any strategy especially during a time of crisis. 

Dr. Bernhard Düttmann joined Ceconomy in February 2017 as a member of the Supervisory 
Board. He was the interim member of the Management Board briefly from January to March 2019, 
and then rejoined the Management Board in October as the interim CEO and Labour Director. 
Before joining Ceconomy he has been board members of several German companies such as 
STADA Arzneimittel AG, a pharmaceutical company; GfK SE, a market research company; 
Lanxess AG, a chemicals company and also Beiersdorf AG, the multinational personal care 
company. He started his career at Beiersdorf in various functions including controlling, 
distribution and marketing, and was the head of the Tesa spin-off project at Beiersdorf.  

Before joining Ceconomy in January 2019 as CFO, Karin Sonnenmoser was the CFO for Zumtobel 
Group, an Austrian company specializing in lighting technology, for 4 years. Prior to that she spent 
18 years in automobile industries, starting from controlling and accounting positions and was the 
Managing Director in Finance and Controlling of Volkswagen Sachsen GmbH, a subsidiary of 
Volkswagen Group. 
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VIII. Sales Channels 
 
Ceconomy sells mainly offline through their physical store network and generated 20% of sales 
from online retail in FY20, boosted by the Covid-19 situation. It is worth noting that the company 
includes sales from products ordered online and collected in-store as online sales.  
 
 

 

We believe that online is the clear trend of the industry and is accelerated by Covid-19, which is 
why we are disappointed to find that Ceconomy is trailing behind significantly compared to its 
competitors. Saturn and MediaMarkt’s clicks grew by 2% and 9% respectively since May 2020 
while their competitors AO and Otto grew by 41% and 21% respectively, and Amazon.de grew by 
13%. 

 
Source: Similarweb.com data 
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We used Amadeus Bureau van Dijk data to take a look into the company structure of Ceconomy 
and found that it holds Media-Saturn-Holding GmbH via its majority holding in Ceconomy Retail 
GmbH: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 

Notably, this enabled us to look into each and every subsidiary in Germany, with most of them 
being held at 100% by Media-Saturn Deutschland GmbH: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data (the above graphic only shows a small excerpt of Media-
Saturn Deutschland GmbH’s subsidiaries – not a surprise with over 1000 shops) 

After a long scroll down the list we found the following: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 
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Content about the fact that we had found a Frankfurt subsidiary we decided to look into it in more 
detail: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 

We apologize for this data being in German. However, note how the Frankfurt subsidiary analyzed 
has ca. EUR 30mn in yearly revenues while reducing headcount and has very inconsistent EBIT 
margins of 1% - 3%:  

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 
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If we observe a very large store as for instance Berlin-Mitte we see more revenues and a higher 
EBIT margin of close to 4%, arguably due to scale: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 

However, there are also smaller and less successful stores, as for instance the store in Cologne-
Chorweiler: 

Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 

Intrigued by our findings and the chance to create a very good estimate of the business 
segmentation that we find valuable, online vs offline sales and EBIT margins, which Ceconomy 
did not report, we exported an Excel file from Amadeus with all 493 subsidiaries of Media-Saturn 
Holding GmbH, for which again Ceconomy Retail GmbH and ultimately Ceconomy AG is the 
holding company. The result is as follows: 
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Source: FS Associates Research / Bureau van Dijk Data 

Note that Personnel and Material Expenses are only indicative as not all subsidiaries report with 
sufficient granularity. However, revenue and EBIT are complete. The main finding is that pure 
online revenue has an EBIT margin of 0,79%, improved from -1,27% in 2017. The online revenue 
in our table is defined as ordered online and not picked up in a store as defined in Ceconomy’s 
2019 Annual Report: 

Source: Ceconomy AG 2019 AR, p.53 and p.69, respectively 

With a pick-up rate of 47% in 2019 it is evident that our EUR 1,47bn pure online revenue number 
is very close to accurate, as the other roughly EUR 1,4bn in “online revenue” were picked up in a 
Ceconomy store and consequently booked as “non-online” in our table. Overall, we note that 
Ceconomy’s online business still dilutes Ceconomy’s already poor operating margin, although the 
online margin has improved by 2 percentage points since 2017, according to our data analysis. In 
the meantime, Ceconomy’s offline EBIT margin has slightly decreased. Nevertheless, we conclude 
that Ceconomy’s management ends its discourse on online sales with the growth rate in sales due 
to a good, untold reason, namely its diluting effect.  
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Unfortunately, we can only estimate how large the dilution is, as the 2,32% offline EBIT margin 
in 2019 or EUR 443mn offline EBIT we calculated includes a significant portion from brokerage, 
warranty, and financing contracts which we discussed in the accounting section above as opaque. 
We estimate in-store product sales to have a 1% - 1,25% EBIT margin. This would lead to a 15% 
- 20% EBIT margin on the EUR 1,5bn services & solutions sales in 2019, which appears realistic. 
Additionally, we want to note that the in-store product EBIT margin at 1% - 1,25% will arguably 
remain higher than the online business EBIT margin, due to economies of scale and our later 
discussed conviction that Ceconomy has no realistic way to build up a sustainably profitable online 
business with Amazon as “400 pound gorilla” competitor. 

Overall, we note that Ceconomy’s management apparently carefully filters available information 
when deciding what to publish. While this appears understandable as the complete information is 
unsettling, we note that the complete information derived from our data analysis suggests that 
growth in online sales is not a sustainable strategy for Ceconomy as it dilutes the margin. 

 

IX. Supply chain 

In the Ceconomy case, data on supply chain is very difficult to find. Therefore, even though we 
based our analysis on Bloomberg data, there is no guarantee for its accuracy.   

Ceconomy works with over 200 suppliers. Suppliers such as Apple and Samsung of course have 
more bargaining power due to their brands and consumers’ preference. Among all suppliers, 
Ceconomy spends 9% of its COGS in Apple products, 6% in Samsung products and 4% in HP 
products. Top 10 identified suppliers account for 32% of its COGS. This is explained by the fact 
that Ceconomy sells mostly branded electronic products.  

For more details please see below: 

Source: Bloomberg Data 
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X. Advertisement and Marketing 

Advertising and marketing are key factors to Ceconomy’s success, assuming that they had much. 
As usual, we had a look at their advertising: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8K5-lcJrOE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dT2QomJCKUw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kM2Vy2nh0PE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=595TPM1R3Dk 

 

These MediaMarkt advertisement were very disappointing in our opinion. The ads frequently 
include sexualized content and simultaneously have a large focus on the price. Overall, our PR 
Manager, JP Hellmich, found the clips quite disturbing. We encourage the reader to gain an own 
impression.  

To gain more information, we went on to look at some Saturn ads in the hope for better content: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baAL3GZ9eIo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pao-7y68Zs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3p91A2cMOLc 

 

First the good news: these ads were less disturbing in our view. The ads for Saturn seem to convey 
the message that it is “cool” to go shopping at Saturn. Unfortunately, from our experience we can 
assure you, it is not. And from what we know, most people see this similarly.  

Furthermore, the Saturn ads also aim at the message of low prices. To us, this is the “unsexiest” 
message an ad can point at. As a reminder, think of the witty and entertaining Pepsi commercials 
we looked at in our last report – such a difference!  

Amazed by the low quality of the ads, we wanted to find out who is responsible for them. To our 
amazement, Ceconomy does not have an executive management member responsible for 
marketing and advertising: 
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Source: Ceconomy AR 2019, p.240  

 

This finding explains the “quality” of the advertisement campaigns in our view. However, after 
extensive research we found a subsidiary called Red Blue Marketing GmbH which we thought 
might be responsible for the marketing:  

 

When clicking on the link one ends up here: 
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Source: https://www.mediamarktsaturn.com/wir-k%c3%b6nnen-content 

This effectively is a mediamarktsaturn website after all, which also becomes apparent in the 
imprint: 

Source: https://www.mediamarktsaturn.com/impressum 

Notably, the names indicated in the imprint do not have anything to do with marketing and 
advertisement, hence Ceconomy really does a good job at keeping it a secret who is responsible 
for the advertising. However, with the help of Amadeus Bureau van Dijk as data source we were 
able to dig deep: 
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Source: Amadeus Bureau van Dijk Data 

We note after research on LinkedIn and Xing that both men at least on paper have good 
qualifications in marketing: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/giuseppecunetta/ 

https://www.xing.com/profile/Manfred_Bosch7 

Consequently, we assume that the underlying problem is funding and incentives. Overall, we find 
it slightly disturbing that employees with such a high strategic relevance are “under-the-radar” 
quite as much. 

 

XI. Trustpilot 

We decided to take a look at the Trustpilot ratings of MediaMarkt and Saturn. In the case of 
MediaMarkt, everything seemed plausible so far: 

Source: trustpilot.com 
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MediaMarkt had significantly less evaluations than Amazon.de and a slightly worse rating. 
However, then we looked at Saturn: 

 

Source: trustpilot.com 

While we leave to the reader to speculate why and how this might have occurred, we note that the 
amount of evaluations and the overall rating of Saturn seem quite odd to us. Apparently, someone 
wants to create a certain impression of Saturn and we would strongly encourage Ceconomy to 
figure out what is going on here. 

 

XII. Technical Analysis 

 

While some asset managers and funds believe technical analysis to not be much of a trustworthy 
and valuable analysis method, we find that we are able to improve our market timing, at least 
marginally, when considering the price charts and respective indicators.  

 

1. Distance in from ATH 

At a current share price of EUR 4,20, Ceconomy trades at 68,5% below the ATH which occurred 
on January 15th, 2018 at EUR 13,39. 
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Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 

 

2. Long-term trend (5-10y) 

Ceconomy demonstrated a long-term bearish trend since 2009: 

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 
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3. Short-term trend (1-12m) 

Coming into the second quarter of 2020, Ceconomy started to recover from the Corona crash in 
the beginning of the year. The short-term trendlines considering both the stock decline and the 
recovery indicate a rather bearish behavior as well. 

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 

Especially, the Fibonacci-level indicator suggests a downwards trajectory as indicated by the blue 
line. The red box shows a probable upper bound for the stock performance on the short run. 

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 
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4. RSI, BB, EMA200 situation 

The technical indicators are currently statistically normal. After widening in the end of October, 
the Bollinger Bands re-tightened in November and do not indicate extraordinary volatility. 
Considering the analysis above, we propose that the stock will start to decline again after having 
reached the upper band at EUR 4,472. 

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 

 

XIII. Valuation Model Output 

1. Assumptions and Data Input 
 
We used our proprietary, multi-level DCF valuation model to determine Ceconomy’s intrinsic 
value1. We expect revenues to grow between 0% and 2%  in 2021 and then 1,5% per year in the 
years until 2025. For the years 2026-2030 we expect revenue growth to return to the risk-free rate, 
which we assume at -0,5% in perpetuity. Based on current revenues, this results in a revenue of 
approximately EUR 22bn in the terminal year after year 10. 
 
Ceconomy currently has an operating margin of 1,1%. For 2020 we expect an operating margin of 
ca. 1%. The operating margin is assumed to remain at this level ad infinitum with a very low 
standard deviation. Despite a possible increase due to regulatory changes, we use an effective tax 
rate of 33% in our model. The cost of capital of 7,57% resulting from the WACC method applied 
to years 2020-2025 and decreases from year 6 to 4,5% in 2030. The current yield of 10y German 

 
1 We owe parts of the model to a renowned university professor from the US. 
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Government Bonds, which is currently around -0,5%, was used as the current risk-free interest 
rate. 
 
It is also assumed that Ceconomy is able to generate a return on capital of a mature company in 
the long run as competitive advantages fade. Due to Ceconomy’s financial situation, the 
probability of bankruptcy is assumed at 10% and proceeds from the distress process assumed at 
60% of book value due to the large inventory component. After 2030, a risk-free interest rate of -
0,5% is expected. This reflects the assessment that monetary policy will remain expansive over 
the foreseeable future. After 2030, the model prices in a growth rate that corresponds to the risk-
free interest rate.  
 
Our model considers, if applicable, employee option compensation and R&D as well as lease 
obligations. We compute WACC as a combination of industry and regional betas. Additionally, 
the model considers Ceconomy’s current Ba1 Rating by Moody’s and BBB- rating by S&P Global 
Ratings.2 
 
 

2. Model Output 
 
The model yields a statistical value of equity distribution. Due to our underlying statistical 
assumptions, the result is close to normally distributed. We present the Monte Carlo Simulation 
result with sample size 10.000 below: 
 

 
 
 
Based on our inputs, the current share price of EUR 4,50 is slightly overvalued with a cumulative 
probability of over 60%. Consequently, based on our inputs Ceconomy would be fairly valued. 

 
2 As of 2020 Q3 report. 
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XIV. Risks 
 

We see two main risks to our short thesis in Ceconomy:  

 
1. Covid-19 vanishes, e.g. due to an effective vaccine, and subsequently footfall in 

shopping areas rises dramatically 

We see this risk as low. Covid-19 vaccines are currently expected to reach approval in the next 
months, however even after approval there will arguably still be a significant time interval until 
billions of doses have been produced and dispensed. Moreover, we observe tendencies in the 
shopping behavior of individuals suggesting that the increase in e-commerce might be sustainable. 
Consequently, we see no reason to believe that the operation of physical Saturn and MediaMarkt 
stores pose a threat to our short. 

 
2. Ceconomy is able to manage a successful transition to online 

This is the decisive risk for our short. We have frequently observed how companies mastering this 
arguably challenging step were heavily rewarded by multiple expansions as investors cherish the 
robustness of digital sales. Additionally, operating digitally gives companies the opportunity to 
develop a marketplace, another risk for any short. 

Ceconomy has a history of online sales:  

Source: Ceconomy Investor Presentation August 2020, p.7 

Online sales are predicted at ca. EUR 4,2bn in 2020, representing 20,2% of total sales at 
Ceconomy. At the current market cap of ca. EUR 1,5bn the share trades at less than 40% of online 
sales, as opposed to pure online players such as Zalando, Amazon or AO World which trade at 
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much higher multiples: For instance, Zalando currently trades at ca. 3,4x sales. Clearly, these 
companies cannot be compared with Ceconomy, as they do not operate a legacy business. 
However, for our short it is essential that Ceconomy is not able to significantly expand its online 
business further in a profitable way. Effectively, it would be unacceptable if Ceconomy was able 
to cannibalize its B&M sales with profitable online sales. At a similar sales multiple as Zalando, 
EUR 20bn in online sales would be equivalent to a EUR 60+ bn market cap.  

We are convinced that such as scenario will not take place, as the elephant in the room Amazon 
will do practically everything to prevent this: 

https://www.onlinehaendler-news.de/online-handel/marktplaetze/131877-amazon-ein-drittel-
deutschen-online 
marktes#:~:text=Hauptumsatztreiber%20f%C3%BCr%20Amazon%20im%20ersten,wie%20vor
%20ein%20lukratives%20Gesch%C3%A4ft. 

With its unmatched market power and above discussed pricing power we see no chance for 
Ceconomy to sustainably compete, as Amazon is able to, if necessary, temporarily subsidize its 
electronics sales in Germany and other EU countries if necessary. So, although Ceconomy 
demonstrated growth in the past in its online sales, we see no chance for Ceconomy to compete 
with Amazon, and we are not alone with this view: 

https://www.handelsblatt.com/unternehmen/handel-konsumgueter/e-commerce-so-maechtig-ist-
amazon-in-deutschland/23578310.html?ticket=ST-7526299-txgZ4cDqjU9imgxrPGhK-ap1 

Source: Handelsblatt article linked above 
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Source: Handelsblatt article linked above 

 

The main problem for Ceconomy is that they will, in our view, hardly ever be able to match 
Amazon’s prices in their online offering in a profitable way. This thesis is supported by all previous 
findings in the sales channel and price comparison analysis.  

As discussed above, Ceconomy does not report online segment EBIT which dilutes the company 
EBIT margin even at the current pricing which we saw is not competitive. If Ceconomy continues 
to not match Amazon’s online prices, sales growth will arguably slow at the “reward” of less 
dilutive online margins.  

Both scenarios are detrimental for Ceconomy, however they will have to opt for one in our view. 
We conclude that the online risk for our short must be monitored yet currently is arguably low. 

 

XV. Covid-19 

It is important for us to investigate how the Covid-19 pandemic will affect the consumption 
behavior of Ceconomy's customers in the medium and long term. Due to the hard lockdowns in 
Germany and other countries starting in March this year, people were forced to buy non-essential 
products online.  

While this was already a standard practice for many people even before the pandemic, large parts 
of the population had to deal with e-commerce more intensively for the first time. This is also 
reflected in the 3 million new e-commerce customers that Ceconomy gained from March to 
August. Year on year, Ceconomy's online sales increased by 145,1% in Q3 2020, accounting for 
35,2% of all sales. In the first 9 months of 2020, Ceconomy's online sales grew by 45,7% yoy, 
with online sales as a percentage of total sales increasing from 14% to 21.5%. However, this boost 
in online sales was not enough to compensate for the declining offline sales. Ceconomy's overall 
sales decreased by 5,5% in the first 9 months yoy. 
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Looking ahead, we can assume that people will increasingly shop online and that growth in e-
commerce will continue to be boosted by the ongoing pandemic. Just as fishing has transformed 
from being a necessary activity to a hobby for most people, offline shopping will change from 
being a necessity to a special leisure activity for most people in the long term: 
 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296320303647 
 
It remains to be seen to what extent this will have a negative impact on Ceconomy. Sales in the 
current fiscal year are only 2% below the previous year's level, whereas e-commerce was only 
responsible for 16,1% of sales in Q4. So, there is a trend that sales are shifting more towards 
Ceconomy´s stores again while we believe that Ceconomy should focus its efforts on more 
profitable online sales. 

 

XVI. Fundamental Investment Thesis 

1. EBIT margin erosion 

We believe that Ceconomy’s EBIT margin with further erode due to the shift towards online sales, 
where it cannot compete with Amazon in the coming years. The EBIT margin erosion is 
accompanied by an inevitable decline in in-store product sales and a varying amount of layoffs.  

 

2. Valuation 

We believe that, based on our findings, Ceconomy is significantly overvalued. In the valuations 
presented below we use the same assumptions as in the valuation model above, with exception of 
operating margin and revenue development. 

 

XVII. Discussion of Fundamental Investment Thesis 

1. EBIT margin erosion 

Based on our findings and capacity to distinguish between offline and online business, we 
modelled three potential cases for Ceconomy’s profitability over the coming years: 
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Source: FS Associates Research, Best Case (short perspective) 

For our best-case scenario, Ceconomy’s online revenues grow with 20% per year. Additionally, 
the Services and Solutions business decreases 1% per year. We note that COGS as percentage of 
sales have been rising between 2017 and 2019, arguably due to margin pressures. We assume this 
to continue with 1pp per year until 2024. Another major assumption of our best case is that 
Ceconomy holds on to the legacy strategy of further increasing its store network while, as we 
predict it, each store generates 8% less product revenue per year and only 4% of employees are 
laid off per year. This leads to a situation where Ceconomy would become increasingly loss-
making. 
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Source: FS Associates Research, Base Case 

 

 

In our base case scenario seen above, Ceconomy’s online revenues grow with 25% per year. 
Additionally, the Services and Solutions business stays constant. COGS as percentage of sales 
only rise with 0,75pp per year until 2024. Ceconomy holds on to the legacy strategy of further 
increasing its store network while, as we predict it, each store generates 8% less product revenue. 
However, this time Ceconomy lays off 6% of employees per year. This leads to a situation where 
Ceconomy would also become loss-making, however not as drastically as before. 
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Source: FS Associates Research, Worst Case (short perspective) 

 

In our worst-case scenario, Ceconomy is able to regain a 1,5% EBIT margin. This is possible via 
30% p.a. online growth with COGS per sales only growing at 0,5pp per year. Additionally, 
Ceconomy lays off 8% of employees per year and Services & Solutions sales stay constant. We 
hold on to our assumption that in-store product sales decrease 8% per year on a like-for-like basis. 
This is driven by the legacy nature of the business and our findings that pricing is not consistent, 
stores are decreasing in selling area and the assumption that the shift towards online sales is lasting. 
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2. Valuation 

When using the scenarios above as data inputs, we get several valuation output distributions. Note 
that our valuation model is not built for negative and decreasing EBIT margins. Hence, we use 
EBIT margins of 0,25%, 0,5% and 0,75% in the favorable cases and 1,5% in the unfavorable case. 

With 0,25% target EBIT margin and revenue growth between -1% and 0% per year, the model 
yields an average value of EUR 0,3 per share: 

 

With 0,5% target EBIT margin and revenue growth between -1% and 0% per year, the model 
yields an average value of EUR 1,7 per share: 
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With 0,75% target EBIT margin and revenue growth between -0,5% and 0% per year, the model 
yields an average value of EUR 2,7 per share: 

 

In the case where Ceconomy recovers to a 1,5% EBIT margin and 1% revenue growth which 
gradually declines to the risk-free rate of -0,5% in perpetuity, the model yields an average value 
of EUR 6,5 per share: 
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XVIII. Ownership 

Ceconomy presents the ownership as follows: 

Source: https://www.ceconomy.de/en/investor-relations/share/ 

 

We note that the management has no significant stake in the company and add that the explicitly 
named shareholders do not worry us with regard to our short case. We note that the company 
publishes when Dr. Düttman buys a total of ca. EUR 140k in Ceconomy shares: 

https://www.ceconomy.de/en/news-publications/?med_filter_section=4&med_filter_type=7 

 

To put it simply, we are not impressed. An overview follows below: 
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Source: https://www.godmode-trader.de/aktien/ceconomy-kurs,118684 

 

Note also how the last CEO to put in a more significant amount of ownership commitment, Pieter 
Haas, has lost ca. EUR 400k by doing so. We do not consider in Mr. Steinemann’s disastrous EUR 
1mn investment as this happened before the Ceconomy spin-off. 

 

XIX. Conclusion  

We conclude that Ceconomy looks like the perfect short for us: a legacy business stuck in a 
complicated transformation which will have mighty competition and difficulty in generating 
profits and cash. Additionally, we discovered several corporate governance red flags beginning 
with pricing inconsistencies, in part opaque accounting with regard to brokerage sales and 
reporting which excludes important information which was only available to us thanks to an 
extensive Bureau van Dijk data analysis. 

Based on the findings, FS Associates has opened a flagship short position in Ceconomy AG and 
we are willing to further increase the position until our price target range of EUR 1,00 – 2,00 is 
reached. 
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“To make money in the markets, you need to think independently and be humble” 

Ray Dalio 
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